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“it’s okay because once I had to be this for you.”  
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she said “it’s okay because“    the voice not 

coming in clearly                spinning generates a silence 
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question  :   so when did this begin? 
 
answer :  a day ago last year or before no time there is you must understand in finding the hidden room a 
way out of and this was between ours with light more open eyes could stand a bigger sun to discover the 
lower rooms we were this enormous space having lived on top of possibility waiting underground or growing 
there   
 
question  :  only rooms then?   
 
answer  :   no but remember this staircase opened into corridor but not who belonged to it which house and 
a door at the top of the ceiling she called the portal said I found the portal and telling people made them 
strange like when I went into it the people living behind shoved at the door not at all friendly and wanting our 
sides to stay that way and make a word secret to  memorize its shape failing in my head we moved into a house 
without a portal but a window with his ghost coming throu
his 

[ (stillness) + (pressure) ] / (axis) = rotation 

[ (s) + (p) ] / (a) = r 

gh to touch my arm that he was not alive but keptwho are you speaking (to)? substance we were wrong the whole time  
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